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TABLE BASED ALGORITHM FOR
INVERSE–TIME OVERCURRENT RELAY

Zoran N. Stojanović — Milenko B. Djurić
∗

This paper presents a new table based algorithm for overcurrent relay with inverse-time characteristic. The algorithm is
based on loading the adequate time vector through which inverse-time characteristic is modeled. It uses samples of the current
and calculates rms value. The rms current represents an input value for the index estimation what determines corresponding
element from already loaded time vector. Since the calculations used in this algorithm are based on simple mathematical
operations, short processing time is achieved. Performances of the algorithm are tested by several computer-generated signals.
Furthermore, comparative analyses showed indisputably that suggested procedure possesses significant advantages compared
to other solutions: simplicity, high speed of operation and accuracy.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Overcurrent protection represents one of the basic pro-
tections in every power system. Overcurrent and direc-
tional overcurrent relays are widely used for the protec-
tion of radial and ring subtransmission systems and distri-
bution systems. They are also used as backup protection
in transmission systems.

The input signal for this protection is the rms current
of the protected element according to which tripping time
of the relay is determined. There are two main mathemat-
ical methods for representing an overcurrent relay using
digital computers: direct interpolation from stored data
[1, 2] and use of data-fitting formulas. Direct data stor-
age (table based algorithms) implies storing data in the
memory of the computer for different time dial settings
(TDS)/time multiplier settings (TMS) and then select-
ing operating points of a relay based on the stored data
for different TDS/TMS. If the operating point does not
match with one set of the stored values, then an interpo-
lation is necessary to determine the corresponding time
or TDS/TMS.

Regarding the data-fitting method, several equations
have been suggested for representing the time-current
characteristics of overcurrent relays [3–5]. These equa-
tions can be classified in two categories. The first cat-
egory is that of the exponential equations and the second
category is that of the polynomial equations.

In addition to conventional overcurrent relays which
have fixed setting parameters, adaptive overcurrent relays
[6–8] which can vary its setting parameters or its oper-
ating characteristics in response to changes in the power
system are in use.

Recently, fuzzy logic and artificial neural networks are
applied in overcurrent protection [9].

In this paper, IEEE standard C37.112-1996 [10] served
as a base for development of the new algorithm. Accord-

ing to this standard and its interpretation in [11], the

overcurrent relay is described by tripping and reset char-
acteristics with the following equations

ttrip =
A

(

I/Ipu
)p−1

+B , (1)

tres =
Tres

(

I/Ipu
)2−1

, (2)

where ttrip is tripping time and tres reset time in seconds,
Ipu is pick-up current, I is input rms current (I > Ipu –
tripping condition, I ≤ Ipu – reset condition), A,B, p

and Tres are constants depending on the type of the

characteristic and are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Values of the standard constants A, B, p and Tres re-
garding the type of the characteristic

characteristic A B p Tres

moderately inverse 0.0515 0.1140 0.02 4.85
very inverse 19.610 0.4910 2.00 21.6

extremely inverse 28.200 0.1217 2.00 29.1

By discretization of mentioned characteristics for con-
stant current increment, tripping/reset time vectors are

obtained and memorized in the relay. The algorithm uses

samples of the current to calculate rms value, which repre-

sents an input value for the index estimation from already

loaded time vectors. Performances of the algorithm are
tested by several computer-generated signals. In addition,

comparative analyses showed indisputably that suggested

procedure possesses significant advantages compared to

other solutions: simplicity, high speed of operation and
accuracy.
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Fig. 1. The tripping characteristics

Fig. 2. The reset characteristics

Table 2. Discretization of moderately inverse tripping characteris-
tic on the interval from Imin = 1.1Ipu to Imax = 20 pu: j – index
of the vectors, I – vector of rms current in relative units, ttrip – the

tripping time vector in seconds

j 1 2 3 4 . . . 482 483 484
I(j) 1.100 1.139 1.178 1.217 . . . 19.907 19.947 19.986

ttrip(j) 27.11 19.86 15.79 13.18 . . . 0.9494 0.9488 0.9483

Table 3. Values of the vector Imodt for moderately inverse tripping
characteristic on the interval from Imin = 1.1Ipu to Imax = 20 pu:
j – index of the vectors, Imodt – the modified vector of the tripping
current in relative units, ttrip – tripping time vector in seconds

j 1 2 3 4 . . . 482 483 484
Imodt(j) 1 2 3 4 . . . 482 483 484
ttrip(j) 27.11 19.86 15.79 13.18 . . . 0.9494 0.9488 0.9483

2 FORMING OF THE TRIPPING

AND RESET TIME VECTORS

The tripping characteristics of the overcurrent relay
for different values of constants A,B and p are given in
Fig. 1.

The tripping time vector is formed by discretization of
the characteristics presented in Fig. 1, using formula (1)

for current increment ∆I . As A/D converter is a device
with finite resolution, this fact is utilized for discretization
of the characteristic in order to avoid the additional error.
If this is taken into account, the current increment ∆I is

∆I =
2Imax

2nc − 1
, (3)

where Imax is the maximal rms value of the input current
and nc is the resolution of A/D converter.

Number 2 in the numerator of (3) is the consequence
of the alternating nature of the observed value, ie the cur-
rent interval from −Imax to Imax is observed. 2nc − 1 in
denominator represents the number of non-zero discrete
levels or intervals which can be achieved with nc bits.

Let us assume that moderately inverse characteris-
tic (A = 0.0515, B = 0.1140, p = 0.02), Ipu = 1 pu
and 10-bit A/D converter are given. Discretization of
this characteristic on the interval from Imin = 1.1Ipu to
Imax = 20 pu will provide the results shown in Table 2.

When the transformation (4) is applied on the vector
I a new, modified vector is obtained

Imodt = round(C(I − Imin) + 1 , (4)

where Imodt is the modified vector of the tripping current,
C is a constant which depends upon current increment
∆I , that is C = 1/∆I and round is the function of
integer rounding.

Values of the modified vector of the tripping current
are shown in Table 3.

If the obtained vectors Imodt and ttrip are inspected,
the following could be observed: values of the vector Imodt

are identical to indexes of the time vector ttrip . That
practically means that for every rms value of the input
current I , which is higher or equal to Imin , and lower
or equal to Imax , when formula (4) is applied, index of
the vector ttrip could be determined. If the vector ttrip

is formed in advance and memorized in the relay, it be-
comes unnecessary to calculate the complex formula (1)
but only simple equation (4) which through indexes deter-
mines tripping time of the relay. In contrast to solutions
presented in [1, 2] where it is necessary to conduct loga-
rithmic calculations, here the same effect is achieved using
simple mathematical operations such as integer rounding,
multiplication and summation.

The same procedure could be applied for discretization
of the reset characteristics of the relay which are depicted
in Fig. 2.

In order to avoid negative reset time, equation (2) is
corrected and the following is obtained

tres =
Tres

1−
(

I/Ipu
)2

. (5)

Discretization of the aforementioned characteristic during
the interval from Imaxr = 0.9Ipu to 0 will provide the
results shown in Table 4.
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Fig. 3. The changes of the relative error of tripping time estimation
in the function of rms current

Table 4. Discretization of moderately inverse reset characteristic
during the interval from Imaxr = 0.9Ipu to 0: j – index of the
vectors, I – the vector of rms current in relative units, tres – reset

time vector in seconds

j 1 2 3 4 . . . 22 23 24
I(j) 0.900 0.861 0.822 0.783 . . . 0.079 0.040 0.001
tres(j) 25.53 18.74 14.94 12.52 . . . 4.880 4.858 4.850

Table 5. Values of the vector Imodr for moderately inverse reset
characteristic during the interval from Imaxr = 0.9Ipu to 0: j –
index of the vectors, Imodr – the modified vector of the reset current

in relative units, tres – reset time vector in seconds

j 1 2 3 4 . . . 22 23 24
Imodr(j) 1 2 3 4 . . . 22 23 24
tres(j) 25.53 18.74 14.94 12.52 . . . 4.880 4.858 4.850

Table 6. Discretization of very inverse tripping characteristic on
the interval from Imin = 1.1Ipu to Imax = 20 pu: j – index of the
vectors, I – the vector of rms current in relative units, Imodt – the
modified vector of the tripping current in relative units, ttrip –

tripping time vector in seconds

j 1 2 3 4 . . . 482 483 484
I(j) 1.100 1.139 1.178 1.217 . . . 19.907 19.947 19.986

Imodt(j) 1 2 3 4 . . . 482 483 484
ttrip(j) 93.87 66.40 51.01 41.19 . . . 0.5406 0.5404 0.5402

Table 7. Discretization of very inverse reset characteristic during
the interval from Imaxr = 0.9Ipu to 0: j – index of the vectors, I –
the vector of rms current in relative units, Imodr – the modified
vector of the reset current in relative units, tres – reset time vector

in seconds

j 1 2 3 4 . . . 22 23 24
I(j) 0.900 0.861 0.822 0.783 . . . 0.079 0.040 0.001

Imodr(j) 1 2 3 4 . . . 22 23 24

tres(j) 113.68 83.45 66.53 55.76 . . . 21.735 21.634 21.600

When the operation (6) is applied on the vector I , the
following is gained

Imodr = round(C(Imaxr − I) + 1 , (6)

where Imodr is the modified vector of the reset current.

Values of the modified vector of the reset current are
displayed in Table 5.

As in the case of tripping characteristic, values of the
vector Imodr are identical to indexes of the time vector
tres . Therefore, for every input value of rms current I ,
which is lower or equal to Imaxr , index of the vector tres

could be determined when formula (6) is applied. If the
vector tres is formed in advance and memorized in the
relay, it is not necessary to calculate complex formula
(2) or (5), but only simple equation (6) which through
indexes determines reset time of the relay. Compared to
solutions given in [1, 2, 12, 13], where reset time is either
0 or constant, this algorithm varies reset time depending
on the relay current.

This procedure is now applied to other two charac-
teristics. Table 6 shows discretized very inverse tripping
characteristic together with the modified current vector
Imodt obtained by transformation (4). The corresponding
discretized reset characteristic with the transformed cur-
rent vector Imodr obtained by using formula (6) is shown
in Table 7.

It can be observed from Tables 6 and 7 that transfor-
mations (4) and (6) are also applicable to very inverse
characteristic since the modified current vectors Imodt

and Imodr correspond to indexes j . This result has been
expected since the formulas (4) and (6) are independent
from the type of the characteristic.

Tables 8 and 9 relate to discretization of extremely
inverse tripping and reset characteristics and contain val-
ues of the vector ttrip and tres which are necessary to
memorize when this characteristic is uploading.

Values from Tables 6–9 confirm earlier conclusions: for
every rms value of the input current I , which is higher
or equal to Imin , and lower or equal to Imax , when for-

mula (4) is applied, index of the vector ~ttrip could be
determined. On the other hand, for every input value of
rms current I , which is lower or equal to Imaxr , index of
the vector tres could be determined when formula (6) is
applied. Additionally, it can be noted that the illustrated
procedure is completely independent from the type of the
characteristic and therefore applicable not only to expo-
nential functions described by equations (1) and (2), but
also to the characteristics of arbitrary complexity.

The reason for introducing current Imin during trip-
ping or Imaxr during reset lays in the inconclusiveness of
tripping/reset time in the surrounding of Ipu . However,
these intervals could be efficiently covered with constant
tripping time for Ipu < I < Imin , or constant reset time
for Imaxr < I ≤ Ipu . The easiest way to accomplish this
is to extend the integer rounding function round to non-
negative integer numbers.

Total dimension of both vectors ttrip and tres , depends
only upon resolution of A/D converter according to

dim ≈ Imax

∆I
=

2nc−1

2
, (7)
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Fig. 4. The algorithm for the overcurrent relay

Fig. 5. The first test signal waveform and estimated rms current

while dimensions of each vector are also dependent on the

pick-up current Ipu , but their sum remains constant for
the same resolution of A/D converter.

The error of tripping/reset time estimation is a conse-

quence of the digitalization error of A/D converter. This

error depends on resolution of A/D converter nc and on
the interval which is discretized (Imax ). When the con-

verter resolution is higher, the error is decreasing. Con-

versely, when the discretized interval is larger, the error

also increases. The time estimation error is highest in the
surrounding of current Ipu , and in contrast to other so-
lutions [1] where it is maintained constant and maximal

throughout the whole interval of the current, here it ex-

poftially decreases to 0 as the tripping current is raising

(Fig. 3). This novel solution minimizes the error, conse-
quently enhancing the precision of the algorithm, while
requirements for memory resources are increased.

Table 8. Discretization of extremely inverse tripping characteristic
on the interval from Imin = 1.1 Ipu to Imax = 20 pu: j – index of
the vectors, I – the vector of rms current in relative units, Imodt –
the modified vector of the tripping current in relative units, ttrip –

tripping time vector in seconds

j 1 2 3 4 . . . 482 483 484
I(j) 1.100 1.139 1.178 1.217 . . . 19.907 19.947 19.986

Imodt(j) 1 2 3 4 . . . 482 483 484

ttrip(j) 134.41 94.90 72.77 58.65 . . . 0.1930 0.1928 0.1925

Table 9. Discretization of extremely inverse reset characteristic
during the interval from Imaxr = 0.9Ipu to 0: j – index of the
vectors, I – the vector of rms current in relative units, Imodr – the
modified vector of the reset current in relative units, tres – reset

time vector in seconds

j 1 2 3 4 . . . 22 23 24
I(j) 0.900 0.861 0.822 0.783 . . . 0.079 0.040 0.001

Imodr(j) 1 2 3 4 . . . 22 23 24
tres(j) 153.16 112.42 89.64 75.12 . . . 29.282 29.146 29.100

3 TESTING OF THE AGORITHM

In order to determine the performances of the sug-
gested algorithm, several tests were conducted with
computer-generated current signals. The main program
is using current samples with known sampling frequency
to estimate rms value applying the method of average
values [14, 15]. When applying this method the basic as-
sumption is that signals have sine or cosine waveforms.
Then the average value of the current Iavg is

Iavg =
1

T

∫ t+T

t

|i(t)|dt = 1

T

∫ t+T

t

|Im sin(ωt+ ϕ)|dt

=
2

T

∫ t+T

2

t

|Im sin(ωt+ ϕ)|dt = 2Im
π

, (8)

where T is the basic period of the current signal, Im is
magnitude of the current signal.

On the other hand, for rms value of the current I
stands

I =

√

1

T

∫ t+T

t

i(t)2dt =

√

1

T

∫ t+T

t

I2m sin2(ωt+ ϕ)dt =
Im√
2
.

(9)
Combining equations (8) and (9) and switching from con-
tinuous to discrete system (the integral becomes the sum)
the following is gained

I(j) =
πIavg(j)

2
√
2

=
π

m
√
2

m/2
∑

k=1

|i(k)| , (10)
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Fig. 6. The algorithm for the overcurrent relay

Fig. 7. The first test signal waveform and estimated rms current

where m is the number of samples within the basic period
of the signal and i(k) are current samples.

Current samples are stored in the input register with
the length of m/2 samples (data window). After each
sample is read-in, the left shift for one position is taking
place in the register (the second sample becomes first,
while the new sample becomes m/2-th sample).

Applying the average value method, processing time
for rms value calculation is minimized since the only op-
erations in use are summation and multiplication. The
estimation time of the rms value corresponds to one semi-
period (10 ms), ie to the time necessary for loading the
input register with current samples.

When rms current higher then Ipu appears, the pro-
gram determines the index in every cycle and reads the
adequate time from vector ttrip . According to [12, 16],
relay tripping condition is

N
∑

1

Tsem

ttrip
+ Y ≥ 1 , (11)

where Tsem is the sampling rate of A/D converter and Y
is a cumulative counter.

Similarly to the previous, relay reset condition is

Y −
N
∑

1

Tsem

tres
≤ 0 . (12)

By introducing the cumulative counter Y , the system

state before the fault is considered, ie the dynamic model

of overcurrent relay is obtained.

Table 10. Results of the first test: Itrip – estimated current when

relay trips, t – tripping time, t′ – tripping time according to (1) for
real value of the fault current, Gt – relative error of the tripping

time estimation

characteristic
Itrip t t′ Gt

(pu) (s) (s) (%)

moderately inverse 2.005 3.785 3.803 0.47
very inverse 2.005 6.960 7.028 0.97

extremely inverse 2.005 9.422 9.522 1.05

Table 11. Results of the second test: Itrip – estimated current

when relay trips, t – tripping time, t′ – tripping time according
to (1) for real value of the fault current, Gt – relative error of the

tripping time estimation

characteristic
Itrip t t′ Gt

(pu) (s) (s) (%)

moderately inverse / / 1.208 /
very inverse 10.041 0.694 0.689 0.73

extremely inverse 10.041 0.411 0.407 0.98

For values of the input current between Ipu and Imin

the relay trips with constant time delay which corre-

sponds to the current Imin . As in the case of tripping,

for the currents between Imaxr and Ipu relay resets after

constant time which corresponds to the current Imaxr ,

while for the currents lower then Imaxr = 0.9Ipu gradual

reset of the relay occurs by reading the adequate times

from the vector tres . Described algorithm is depicted in

Fig. 4.

Figure 5 shows the input current signal which was

used for the first test and estimated rms current ob-

tained by the method of average values (rmsavm ). Ad-

justed rms current before the fault is 0.95 pu, and af-

ter the fault 2 pu. Adopted value of the inception angle

is θ = π/6 rad and the fault instant is 0.1 s after the

beginning of the simulation. For the sampling frequency

the value of fsem = 1 kHz (Tsem = 1/fsem = 1 ms) was

taken [17]. In addition, the following adjustments of the

relay were applied: nc = 12, Ipu = 1 pu, Imax = 20 pu.

Estimated rms current at which the relay trips Itrip
and relay tripping time t for different tripping character-

istics are given in Table 10.

It can be concluded from Table 10 that estimated cur-

rent obtained by the average values method Itrip is the
same in all three cases (2.005 pu) and represents only neg-

ligible variation compared to the real value which is 2 pu.

In order to consider the error which relay creates while

estimating tripping time, the exact value of tripping time

t′ is calculated according to the equation (1) for the real
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Fig. 8. The fourth test signal waveform and estimated rms currents

Fig. 9. The fifth test signal waveform and estimated rms currents

Fig. 10. The sixth test signal waveform and estimated rms currents

current value and given in Table 10. As the relative error

of the time estimation Gt is around 1%, it can be stated

that the suggested technique possesses quite satisfactory

precision.

For the second test, the input current signal and esti-

mated rms value are shown in Fig. 6. Adjusted rms value

of the current during the fault is 10 pu, while the fault

lasts for 0.7 s. Adopted value of the inception angle is

θ = π/4 rad.

The results of the second test for different tripping

characteristics are given in Table 11. The relay does not

trip when moderately inverse characteristic is used be-

cause the duration of the fault is shorter then the pro-

jected tripping time (around 1.2 s). In other cases relay

trips and the relative error of the tripping time estimation

is below 1%.

In the third test, the magnitude of fault current is

changing over time (Fig. 7). Adopted value of the in-

ception angle is θ = π/3 rad. As the fault current also

contains decreasing direct component, application of the

average values method for estimating rms current results

in a significant error (estimated current according to this

method is marked as rmsavm on Fig. 7). Significant er-

ror is the reason why in this test equation (9) is used for

calculating rms current. Transformation of this equation

from continuous to discrete domain gives

Idef(j) =

√

√

√

√

1

T

m
∑

k=1

i(k)2Tsem =

√

√

√

√

1

m

m
∑

k=1

i(k)2 . (13)

Estimated rms current according to (13) on Fig. 7 is

marked as rmsdef . The results of the third test for various

tripping characteristics are given in Table 12. In this test

calculation of the relative error is pointless, because the

exact tripping time t′ is possible to determine only for

constant rms current.

Since raw signals might contain high-order harmonics

and/or direct component, it is convenient to filter samples

before usage. If the cosine Fourier series is used [14, 15],

the m-th filtered current sample is gained through equa-

tion

if (m) =
2

m

m
∑

k=1

i(k) cos
2πk

m
. (14)

Since filtering introduces additional delay which corre-

sponds to the basic period of the signal, total convergence

time of the rms value is now 30 ms (Fourier filter requires

20 ms, the average values method 10 ms).

Now, previous three tests are repeated but with adding

high-order harmonics in the input current. The following

high-order harmonics are adopted: I2 = 10%I1 , I3 =

20%I1 , I4 = 5%I1 , and I5 = 15%I1 , with the inception

angles: θ2 = π/2 rad, θ3 = π/3 rad, θ4 = π/4 rad, and

θ5 = 0 rad.

Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the input current signals and

estimated rms currents. For easier comparison, estimated

rms values obtained before (rmsavm ) and after filtering

(rms1avm ) are displayed at the same Figure. The results

of the tests for different tripping characteristics are given

in Tables 13, 14 and 15.
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Table 12. Results of the third test: Itrip – estimated current when
relay trips, t – tripping time

characteristic
Itrip t
(pu) (s)

moderately inverse 2.095 2.522
very inverse 2.046 3.143

extremely inverse 2.017 4.044

Table 13. Results of the fourth test: Itrip – estimated current

when relay trips, t – tripping time, t′ – tripping time according
to (1) for real value of the fault current, Gt – relative error of the

tripping time estimation

characteristic
Itrip t t′ Gt

(pu) (s) (s) (%)

moderately inverse 2.005 3.785 3.803 0.47
very inverse 2.005 6.960 7.028 0.97

extremely inverse 2.005 9.423 9.522 1.04

By applying the Fourier filter the error of tripping time
estimation slightly increases, since the additional delay
of 20 ms is introduced. However, the algorithm still pos-
sesses satisfactory accuracy. Also, the procedure is now
applicable even in conditions of distorted input signals.

In order to realize advantages of suggested algorithm
compared to known solutions, processing time for each
algorithm is tested. The following algorithms are consid-
ered:

1. table based algorithm presented in this paper,

2. log-table based algorithm presented in [1, 2],

3. data-fitting method using exponential equation (1),

4. data-fitting method using polynomial equation

ttrip = a0+
a1

I − 1
+

a2
(I − 1)2

+
a3

(I − 1)3
+

a4
(I − 1)4

, (15)

5. data-fitting method using log-polynomial equation

ttrip = a0 +
a1

log I
+

a2
(log I)2

+
a3

(log I)3
+

a4
(log I)4

. (16)

Compared to original equations given in [9] and [6]
polynomial equations (15) and (16) are simplified by ne-
glecting terms with an exponent greater than 4.

Comparison tests are performed under the same condi-
tions on the personal computer with the following charac-
teristics: AMD Athlon 64X2 Dual Core Processor 5200+,
2.71 GHz, 64-bit, 1.75 GB of RAM. Each method is ex-
ecuted 1000000 times and calculation time is measured.
Along with obtained absolute units, the results are also
presented in relative units compared to the execution time
of the new algorithm (Table 16).

If the table based algorithms are compared, it becomes
obvious that the algorithm presented in this paper re-
quires less processing time. In addition, a smaller error in
time estimation places this algorithm ahead of log-table
based algorithm. Furthermore, it should be noted that
log-table algorithm can not support reset characteristic

and therefore dynamic performance of the relay is lost.
The only drawback of the new approach is enhanced de-
mand for memory resources compared to log-table based
algorithm.

Compared to data-fitting approaches, new algorithm
possesses higher speed of performance. This improvement
becomes even more dominant as the formula for data-
fitting becomes more complex. Another advantage com-
pared to the extrapolation techniques is that the process-
ing time of new algorithm is independent of the char-
acteristic complexity. Furthermore, new technique is not
introducing error while estimating time. The only error is
a consequence of the A/D converter digitalization. On the
other hand, it is necessary to reach a compromise when
using data-fitting methods: simpler formula requires less
usage of CPU time, while the precision in curve fitting is
decreasing. Conversely, more complex formula occupies
more of the CPU time but the tripping/reset time esti-
mation is more accurate.

Table 14. Results of the fifth test: Itrip – estimated current when

relay trips, t – tripping time, t′ – tripping time according to (1) for
real value of the fault current, Gt – relative error of the tripping

time estimation

characteristic
Itrip t t′ Gt

(pu) (s) (s) (%)

moderately inverse / / 1.208 /

very inverse 9.879 0.699 0.689 1.45
extremely inverse 10.041 0.418 0.407 2.70

Table 15. Results of the sixth test: Itrip – estimated current when
relay trips, t – tripping time

characteristic
Itrip t
(pu) (s)

moderately inverse 2.094 2.581
very inverse 2.038 3.464

extremely inverse 2.013 4.795

4 CONCLUSION

Displayed algorithm represents novel solution for the
relay operation with inverse-time characteristic on table
based principle. The method is based on loading the ade-
quate time vector through which inverse-time character-
istic is modeled. It uses the current samples to calculate
rms value which represents an input for the index estima-
tion what determines corresponding element from already
loaded time vector. For designing of the given algorithm
simple mathematical operations are used such as inte-
ger rounding, multiplication and summation. Due to its
simplicity, the high speed of operation is achieved. The
error of the tripping/reset time estimation is adapted to
the digitalization error of the A/D converter. Conducted
side-by-side analysis highlighted all the advantages of sug-
gested procedure compared to the other solutions: sim-
plicity, short processing time and accuracy. Furthermore,
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Table 16. Processing time for different types of algorithm

algorithm
new table log-table data-fitting data-fitting data-fitting
based based using (1) using (15) using (16)

processing time (s) 3.25 7.78 4.13 6.84 10.78
processing time (%) 100.00 239.42 126.92 210.58 331.72

described method for forming the tripping/reset time vec-
tors is applicable not only to already mentioned char-
acteristics but to characteristics of arbitrary complexity
without any additional demands.
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